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A World Apart- Glossary 

Affluent (adj)- Abounding; abundant.  

Apartheid (n)- A rigid policy of segregation towards the nonwhite population in South 

Africa. 

Bantustans (n)- Sometimes called a homeland, an area formerly set aside for occupation 

by Black Africans with limited self-government; abolished in 1993. 

Burgeon (v)- To grow or develop quickly. 

Ceuta and Melilla (n)- Seaports on the Moroccan side of the Strait of Gibraltar. 

Confer (v)- To grant or bestow. 

Demarcate (v)- To determine the boundaries or limits of. 

Exclave (n)- A portion of a country geographically separated from the main part by a 

surrounding alien territory. 

Extirpate (v)- To remove or destroy totally; exterminate. 

Indigenous (adj)- Originating in and characteristic of a particular region or country. 

Imperialism (n)- The policy of extending the policy of extending the rule or authority of 

an empire or nation over foreign countries, or of acquiring and holding colonies and 

dependencies. 

Inhibit (v)- To prohibit or forbid. 

Impugned (v)- To challenge as false or cast doubt upon. 

Ratification (n)- The act of confirming or sanctioning. 

Remittance (n)- The sending of money to a recipient at a distance. 

Periphery (n)- The exterior of the global core. 



Permeate (v)- To pass into or through every part of something. 

Piecemeal (adv)- Gradually; piece by piece. 

Portentous (adj)- Momentous; ominously significant or indicative. 

Postglacial (adj)- Following the Ice Age. 

Rampart (n)- Anything serving as a bulwark or defense; a broad elevation raised around 

or across a place. 

Underscore (v)- To stress or emphasize. 

In this section, Harm de Blij is talking about a globalized region stretching from Europe 

through North America to East Asia and parts of Oceania known as the global core.  All 

other parts of the world, including Africa, South America and almost all of Asia are all 

parts of the periphery.  The global core is considered the “highly urbanized and strongly 

globalized” region of the world while the periphery is the area with much worse poverty 

and living conditions.  De Blij states something quite obvious, yet still very true, relating 

to these two separate economic parts of the world.  There are millions of people who 

attempt to leave the periphery for the global core each year.  Most, if not almost all of 

them, risk their lives in order to achieve this.  While some of these immigrants migrate to 

other countries legally, many do not.  This is an ever-growing problem for some of the 

economic powers of the world.  So, many countries attempt to slow the flow of illegal 

immigration.  De Blij points out that, in order for this to work, there must be a two way 

process, between the country that is giving the emigrants and the country receiving the 

immigrants.  The author gives several examples of different governments’ attempts to 

keep out immigrants and/or for protection, including the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) 

separating the two Koreas, the “Secure Fence Act” between the U.S. and Mexico, and the 

barrier to enclose Israel.  The whole point of this section of the book is that opportunities 

differ depending on where you are born, and so he says, “Geography and destiny are 

tightly intertwined.” 
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